Crary Tile Pro may the fastest returnreturn-onon- investment piece of equipment in your farming operation,
and will completely pay for itself, likely within the first year of use!
The
The Crary Tile Pro plow comes in two sizes, heavy duty 6’, and the heavy duty 7’
7’. Crary Tile Pro will
accurately place from 3”
3 to 12”
12 tile in your fields up to 7’
7 depth. Some of the many features are:
 Manufactured in the USA of premium hardened steel and precision components
 GPS or Laser control offer precise tile placement in your fields with subsub-inch accuracy
 Multiple mounting and hydraulic setset-up options tailored to your power unit
 Power feeders and multiple accessories to customize the plow to your exact needs
 A complete selection of knife faces and tile boots are available for placing 3” to 12”
12 tile
 The Tile Pro shank and boot create a round profile
profile for the new tile protection
 The Tile Pro machine controls offer dualdual-link capability with sideside-slope compensation
 Equipped with GPS controls, the tile plan is automatically adjusted for any obstacles struck
 Heavy duty stringer trailers for bulk tile transport and application,
application, a standard in the industry!

Precise, Efficient, Robust
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The Crary Tile Pro is a “Rigid
Rigid Frame Fully Mounted Tile Plow”
Plow
A rigid frame mounted plow is your best tile plow choice…..
choice .. because:
 Positive weight transfer back to your power unit gives you more traction
 Frame mounting gives your plow better stability and precision tile placement
 Power Unit mounting makes for more efficient, balanced plow pulling
 No trailer or extra set of wheels to back over the starter holes
 Better accessibility for rock and obstacle removal
 Fantastic trash clearance

Mounted Plow Traction Benefit

Stability, Maneuverability,
Maneuverability, Traction
Detail Comparison to Pull Type or 3 Point Tile Plows
Plows
•

Attachment to Power Unit:
Crary frame mounted tile plows can be quickly mounted or dismounted in 3 easy steps with our quicktach system. Typically in 10 minutes!
1. Back into the plow and drop the hitch pin in the drawbar
2. Drop (4) C-clips into the quick-tach plate on the tractor
3. Hook-up hoses and electrical quick connectors and you’re ready to tile!

•

Maneuverability:
o

No
o wheels to manipulate and back over obstacles. Plow can be backed over starter holes easily
and quickly. No need to pile dirt away from the starter hole.

o

Tile Pro shank is wide open on both sides for trash and obstruction clearance. Large rocks or
other obstacles can be removed easily without wheels blocking access.

•

Stability:
o

Mounted directly to the power unit, the plow has to go where the tractor is going, with no smaller
wheels to sink in soft ground, and no leaning to the side(s) on corners.

o

Placing tile with sub-inch accuracy, the stability of your power unit turns your tractor and plow
into a professional tiling machine! Also, when using the dual-link control system for precise
grade control, the plow knife can’t ride out of the ground, or sink off-grade…... as it would have
to move the entire tractor!

•

Traction:
o

Mounted directly to the power unit, Crary Tile Pro pulls directly from the tractor drawbar…. where
attachments should be pulled. Our quick-tach bracket is mounted above the rear axle. As the
plow is used, it acts like a giant lever with pivot points, pushing the upper frame forward,
transferring weight to the front of the tractor, creating more traction. Pull type or 3-point tile
plows place weight only on the tractor rear hitch, a huge advantage for the Crary Tile Pro.
Pro.

Typically,
Typically, one will run out of traction before the tractor horsepower is overcome!

•

Steering of Track Units:
o

Unlike the pull type or 3 point model plows, the Crary Tile Pro has steering capability when
mounted to a 2 track machines such as John Deere T, Cat Challenger or Dozers. Tile Pro
“steers” the plow like a boat rudder! If you have a track machine you know how difficult it can be
to steer away with non-articulated implements fully engaged, especially in wet conditions.

o

Both tracks pull 100% of the time, increasing traction and allowing all steering to be
accomplished with the plow hydraulic cylinders.

•

Grade Control:
o

Mounted directly to the power unit, Crary Tile Pro can control grade automatically with 2 sets of
cylinders. One set controls horizontal leveling and the other controls the plow knife pitch. Crary
plows can be controlled precisely via GPS or laser in this mode.

o

In the commercial tiling industry, this is the “Dual Link” control system common with the large
commercial plow manufacturers such as Wolf, Hoes, Braun, and Interdrain, and offers great
advantage in soft or hard ground conditions.

o

The Crary Tile Pro can lift up AND push down on the plow with the weight of the tractor or
power unit maintaining accurate grade position.

o

None of the pull type units can accomplish this advantage due to their design. This is another
CRITICAL advantage maintaining sub-inch placement accuracy.

• Tile Plow Boots, Cutting Points and Knife Face:
o

Crary Tile Pro can offer over six unique boot sizes (for 3’’ to 12’’ tile) that can be changed out
with just (1) large pin quickly in the field.

o

With knife faces offered from 8’’ to 12’’, the tile trench is created only as wide as necessary.

o

The plow cutting point is bolted on and replaceable for wear. Different size knife faces change
out quickly with (4) quick-tach pins.

o

Any shank or knife component coming into contact with the soil is either:


Grade 50 Steel, Abrasion Resistant Steel, Hardened Steel or Stainless Steel.

